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Answer two of the following questions:

**Question 1**


**Question 2**

Discuss the difference between the research subject before the emergence of bioethics and the research subject after the emergence of bioethics. Your answer must refer to the article: Reubi, D. (2012). ‘The human capacity to reflect and decide: Bioethics and the reconfiguration of the research subject in the British biomedical sciences.’ *Social Studies of Science.* 42(3): 348-368.

**Question 3**


**Question 4**

Describe how stem cell research is governed in the UK and discuss whether the regulation of embryonic stem cell science in the UK is too restrictive or too permissive. Your answer must refer to the article: Hauskeler, C. (2004). How traditions of ethical reasoning and institutional processes shape stem cell research in Britain. *Journal of Medicine and Philosophy.* 29(5): 509-532.
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